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ABSTRACT

BIO

The integration of information dispersed among multiple
repositories is a crucial step for accurate data analysis in various
domains. In support of this goal, it is critical to devise procedures
for identifying similar records across distinct data sources. At the
same time, to adhere to privacy regulations and policies, such
procedures should protect the confidentiality of the individuals to
whom the information corresponds. Various private record
linkage (PRL) protocols have been proposed to achieve this goal,
involving secure multi-party computation (SMC) and similarity
preserving data transformation techniques. SMC methods provide
secure and accurate solutions to the PRL problem, but are
prohibitively expensive in practice for large data sets, mainly due
to excessive computational requirements. Data transformation
techniques offer more practical solutions, but incur the cost of
information leakage and false matches.
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In this talk, we discuss how the performance of SMC based PRL
techniques could be significantly improved by combining them
with data sanitization techniques without incurring the cost of
information leakage and false matches. Furthermore, we discuss
how to efficiently handle typographical errors exist in data during
the PRL protocol execution.
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